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B Estimating Concentrations Along Growth Channels
A simple calculation allows to estimate the concentration in the center of the channel, when it is filled with growing cells. The used growth channels are open at both ends, and for the purpose of the calculation the differences between the two types are ignored (see figure 8 ). Diffusion along a simple channel can be modelled with the following differential equation:
where D is the diffusion coefficient of the solute in the chamber in m 2 /s, c the nutrient concentration in mol/L, y the spatial coordinate along the growth channel in m, andÛ the nutrient uptake per volume and time within the chamber in mol/(m 3 s). Here we assume that the uptake is independent of concentration, and the cells in the channel do not block diffusion. If we integrate the equation two times we get:
where k 1 and k 2 are the integration constants. We know that the concentration at the connection between chamber and channel (y = 0) is equal to the concentration in the channel c 0 . Therefore k 2 = c 0 . We also fix the derivative of the concentration at y = l/2 to be zero because there is no further diffusive flow across the symmetry boundary in the middle of the channel with length l.
The equation for concentration in y-direction is then:
Finally, to calculate the inlet concentration c 0 , for which the concentration at y = l/2 is equal to c 0 /2, we can use the following equation:
C Additional Results 
